
  

Surface waves on a spherical medium



  

Set up problem in general way



  

Solution of scalar potential cylindrical coord. 

For large r, express Bessel function in an asymptotic form in terms of harmonic functions:

With this solution of the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates we can write the displacement as

We find the dependence of the amplitude on the inverse of the square root of the distance R 
(geometrical spreading).



  

Solution of scalar potential spherical coord. 

For large r, express Hankel function in an asymptotic form in terms of harmonic functions:

With this solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates we can write the displacement as

Use asymptotic relation of the associated Legendre function



  

Legendre functions:

Solutions to many problems in spherical coordinates are expressed in terms of Legendre functions.

Spherical harmonics: Surface eigenfunctions are based on spherical harmonics, functions often 
used to expand a function on the surface of a sphere (much as sines and cosines are used in 
Cartesian coordinates).

The angular variations are described by a set of functions called Legendre polynomials, which are 
indexed by the degree, or angular order, l.

The azimuthal variations are included by forming associated Legendre functions with azimuthal 
order m.



  

Solution of scalar potential spherical coord. 

For large r, express Hankel function in an asymptotic form in terms of harmonic functions:

With this solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates we can write the displacement as

Use asymptotic relation of the associated Legendre function

Find: Solution behaves like a standing wave given by cosine that is multiplied by a factor 
1/sqrt(sin \theta) which modulates the amplitude.

With this, write surface waves displacement in simplified way (Delta = angular distance) 

We find the dependence of the amplitude on the inverse of the square root of the distance (sin r).



  

Summary: Cylindrical vs. spherical spreading



  

The polar phase shift of surface waves on a sphere

Consider asymptotic approximation

Find number of oscillations in the spherical harmonics when one moves around the globe.

North pole >> south pole: angular distance 0 >> pi

# of oscillations that fit into this interval is pi / wavelength which is equal to (l + ½)/2

Once around the globe: # waves that fit around the globe is (l + ½) !! NOT AN INTEGER

At odds with constructive interference?! Reason: Near pole + antipode the asymptotic approx. 
breaks down. It is valid for large l and for \theta sufficiently removed from pole + antipode



  

Phase shift: 

wave length / 4 <=> pi / 2

Take this into account when estimating phase 
velocities using surface waves that have 
circled the earth. Add pi/2 for each pole / 
antipode crossing.

It does not affect group velocities.



  

Sphericity corrections for half-space models

Surface waves in sphere can be approximated by those of flat medium if their wave length is  small 
compared to the radius. The wave number corresponding to a spherical medium ks can be obtained 
from that of the corresponding flat medium kf by introducing the correction

This yields relations between phase velocities 

and group velocities
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